Angiotropic lymphoma in the differential diagnosis of systemic vasculitis

We were interested to read the report by Roux et al of angiotropic lymphoma with mononeuritis multiplex mimicking systemic vasculitis.1 We have recently published a case with striking similarities to this one.2 Two other cases not mentioned by the authors have also mimicked vasculitis.3 In our patient even the antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody titre test was repeatedly positive emphasising the point made by Roux et al that this condition may mimic a systemic necrotising vasculitis extremely closely. In both cases the patient had a radiological suggestive of livedo reticularis, a progressive flaccid paraplegia, loss of sensation in the legs, urinary retention, and anal incontinence. Both patients also developed panhypopituitarism, massive oedema, and hypotension with profound hypoaesthesia. Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody titres are found in several inflammatory conditions and are rare present in systemic vasculitis.4 In our case the combination of such titres and clinical features pointed us incorrectly towards this diagnosis. We agree strongly with the authors that the differential diagnosis of systemic necrotising vasculitides must include angiotropic lymphoma, particularly as this condition is difficult to diagnose before death, had a dismal prognosis if undiagnosed, and is potentially curable.

a way which facilitates both detailed reading and quick reference; each of these activities is rendered interesting and enjoyable.

Throughout the book, the text is pertinent and the illustrations superb. One of the introductory chapters on normal cells and contaminants in CSF will be particularly useful to trainees. A chapter on general neurological principles would have helped clinicians. Inflammatory disease, vascular disorders, degenerative and demyelinating diseases, leukaemia and lymphoma, metastatic tumours, and primary central nervous system neoplasms are discussed in subsequent chapters so that the entire field of diagnostic neurocytopathology is covered. The cytology of AIDS-related illness and human immunodeficiency virus infection is a feature. In all these chapters, colour photomicrographs correlate CSF cytological appearances with wet tissue smear preparations and paraffin-embedded tissue sections. The application of immunohistochemistry to CSF and brain aspirates are discussed and illustrated. Another chapter outlines cytogenetic and molecular genetic aspects of nervous system Thromb.

This really is a superb and unrivalled volume which can be recommended to clinicians as well as pathologists. It is pricey but this is justified by the quality of the illustrations.

J H KUBREE


The prospect of having to undergo neurosurgery, and in particular intracranial surgery, is so horrifying that most patients idea of minimally invasive neurosurgery will be something they watch on television with the option to switch off if it gets too much. There is a clear perception that intracranial surgery is inherently dangerous, however carefully performed. Who, if offered the choice between minor surgery through a small opening, would not prefer that to major operation with an extensive opening of the head, provided the same result could be achieved? This book tells us that smaller operations are less likely to cause damage and complications than larger operations. But that may only apply if the abnormality for which the operation is done is one that requires a small operation. The real question is whether major abnormalities, conventionally treated by large operations, can be managed at least equally effectively and with smaller risk by the smaller operations now being developed.

It is clear that if patients choose smaller operations, they expect them to be safer, but the experience of minimally invasive surgery within the published cases indicates quite clearly that these procedures are by no means free of risk and that complications can occur which are inherent in the smaller procedures and which would either not have occurred in the larger procedures, or if they did, could have been recognised and dealt with at the time. In the introduction to this book, there is a plea for scientific evaluation of new surgical treatment methods by randomised trials and in the same way as for new drugs. The book deals largely with endoscopic neurosurgery and describes methods which are producing impressive results in the treatment of abnormalities that can be reached through the lateral ventricles, and also the treatment of some intracerebral lesions. There are sections on laser technology, magnetic field-guided endoscopic dissection and stereotactic surgery. This is only part of the armamentarium which is now available and which includes stereotactic radio surgery and microsurgical treatment for aneurysms and arteriovenous malformations. Hormonal control of meningioma growth may resolve the problems of management of many recurrent or difficult basal meningiomas. The book is an impressive statement of the current state of development of this field which should be of interest to all neurosurgeons who wish to keep in touch with current prospects, surgery which they may not wish to practice it themselves. Training is clearly an important part of the development of these services and neurosurgeons will need to satisfy their peers, patients, and of course occasions to have the necessary skills and experience. This book makes an important contribution to a developing field.

CHARLES FREER


Many are concerned that toxins play an under-recognised role in causing neurological disease. Whenever that question is raised, for instance by mediocelal cases, it is often hard to obtain a balanced and succinct review of the relevant literature, much of which is secreted away in unfamiliar journals often not stocked by our usual libraries. Dr Bleeker's book fills this void with success and neurologists will find it useful. The work is divided into two sections, on neurotoxicology and the mechanical consequences for nerves of various occupations and activities. The book does not cover pharmaceutical neurotoxicology, a subject about which information is already more easily available. Practising clinicians will enjoy the case vignettes which illustrate the diagnostic dilemmas posed by patients in whom a neurotoxic disorder is suspected.

Dr Bleeker is to be congratulated for her success in disciplining twenty five authors to produce contributions of similar weightings. The excellent tables, comprehensive indexing, and careful use of headings enable chapters to be scanned quickly for information about suspected toxins. The toxicology coverage ranges from assessment of the degree of exposure, to the accepted biological effect, and to the clinical and neuropsychological consequences of toxicity. Chapter four reviews methods of quantifying neurological dysfunction. Much of this chapter will be of little interest to practising neurologists, since it largely reiterates aspects of the neurological assessment with which we are already well-versed; I would question whether the McR grading scale for muscle power has much application in this setting. There is some unnecessary overlap of subject matter between the chapters on neurotoxicology of the visual system and on quantitative neurological examination. The chapter by Thomas on primary brain tumours associated with chemical exposure made me reflect disturbingly on the impression that I encounter gliomas increasingly commonly.

The sections on occupational neurology (mainly spinal problems and peripheral nerve compression syndromes) are somewhat overshadowed by the preceding neurotoxicological chapters. This section of the book would have been enhanced by a discussion of neurological disorders in sportsmen and musicians. There is some overlap in the coverage of peripheral neuropathy in chapters 11 and 12; amalgamation of that information into a single chapter might have been better.

Chapter 10 considers some of the medicolegal issues which are involved. Naturally, it is biased towards North American legal requirements. However, it does address certain principles necessary for proof that exposure has resulted in toxic damage. Because neurologists in other countries will find this section useful when advising on cases of suspected toxic or occupational damage to the nervous system.

MICHAEL DONAGHY


This is a challenging and exciting title and I approached it with eager anticipation. A quick look through seemed to suggest that the title was reasonable but a number of points caught my eye which dampened my enthusiasm.

A very large image demonstrating "subtle haemorrhage" is shown but omitting mention of the large bilateral subdural. There are many anatomical images but relatively few functional images (though there is an appendix with colour plates), long lists of the causes of clinical disorders and even the International Classification of Headache. Closer inspection of areas of personal interest raised more doubts. It is stated that "blood brain permeability can be measured non-invasively with MRI by the injection of Gadolinium". This is a non-sequitur and only partially true as the relationship to signal intensity is given as, "Gadolinium concentration is not as easy to define as with CT, where there is substantial body of literature which has been ignored. The chapter on the spine includes a whole page on the history of prolapsed intervertebral disc herniations, fascinating but irrelevant. "Infections" almost completely ignored functional aspects.

If I had seen this in a bookshop it would probably have been returned to the shelves. However there is much to commend in this book. The various techniques of functional imaging are described and to a degree, put into context clinically. This provides a good introduction to bridging the gap between form and function. Unfortunately the title owes more to marketing than its content. In spite of the criticisms I strongly recommend it for those who wish to go beyond the basic texts on conventional neuroradiology. I have already put it in the "priority purchase" category for our departmental library.

MICHAEL HILLINGWORTH